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Abstract: We propose an architecture for learning complex controllable behaviors
by having simple Policies Modulate Trajectory Generators (PMTG), a powerful
combination that can provide both memory and prior knowledge to the controller.
The result is a flexible architecture that is applicable to a class of problems with
periodic motion for which one has an insight into the class of trajectories that
might lead to a desired behavior. We illustrate the basics of our architecture us-
ing a synthetic control problem, then go on to learn speed-controlled locomotion
for a quadrupedal robot by using Deep Reinforcement Learning and Evolutionary
Strategies. We demonstrate that a simple linear policy, when paired with a para-
metric Trajectory Generator for quadrupedal gaits, can induce walking behaviors
with controllable speed from 4-dimensional IMU observations alone, and can be
learned in under 1000 rollouts. We also transfer these policies to a real robot and
show locomotion with controllable forward velocity.
Keywords: Reinforcement Learning, Control, Locomotion
1 Introduction
The recent success of Deep Learning (DL) on simulated robotic tasks has opened an exciting re-
search direction. Nevertheless, many robotic tasks such as locomotion still remain an open problem
for learning-based methods due to their complexity or dynamics. From a Deep Learning (DL) per-
spective, one way to tackle these complex problems is by using more and more complex policies
(such as recurrent networks). Unfortunately, more complex policies are harder to train and require
even more training data which is often problematic for robotics.
Robotics is naturally a great playground for combining strong prior knowledge with DL. The
robotics literature contains many forms of prior knowledge about locomotion tasks and nature pro-
vides impressive examples of similar architectures. Note that this knowledge does not need to be in
the form of perfect examples, it can also be in form of intuition about the specific robotic problem.
As an example, for locomotion it can be defined as leg movements patterns based on certain gait and
external parameters.
We incorporate this intuitive type of prior knowledge into learning in the form of a parameterized
Trajectory Generator (TG). We keep the TG separate from the learned policy and define it as a
stateful module that outputs actions utg (e.g. target motor positions) which depend on its internal
state and external parameters. We introduce a new architecture in which the policy has control over
the TG by modulating its parameters as well as directly correcting its output (Fig. 1). In exchange,
the policy receives the TG’s state as part of its observation. As the TG is stateful, these connections
yield a controller that is implicitly recurrent while using a feed-forward Neural Network (NN) as the
learned policy. The advantage of using a feed-forward NN is that learning is often significantly less
demanding than with recurrent NNs. Moreover, this separation of the feed-forward policy and the
stateful TG makes the architecture compatible with any reward based learning method.
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Figure 1: Overview of PMTG: The output (actions) utg of of a predefined Trajectory Generator
(TG) is combined with that of a learned policy network (ufb). The learned policy also modulates
the parameters of the TG at each time step and observes its state.
We call our architecture Policies Modulating Trajectory Generators (PMTG) to stress the interaction
between the learned policy and the predefined TG. In essence, we replace the task of learning a
locomotion controller by that of learning to modulate a TG in parallel with learning to control a
robot.
In this manuscript, we first illustrate the architecture of PMTG using a synthetic control problem.
Next, we tackle quadruped locomotion using PMTG. We use desired speed as the control input and
different TGs that generate leg trajectories based on parameters such as stride length, frequency and
walking height. We train our policies in simulation using Reinforcement Learning (RL) or Evo-
lutionary Strategies (ES) with policies as simple as one linear layer using only a four-dimensional
proprioceptive observation space (IMU). Finally we transfer the learned policies to a real robot and
demonstrate learned locomotion with controllable speed.
2 Related Work
Optimization is an effective tool to automatically design locomotion controllers. Popular techniques
include Black-box Optimization [1], Bayesian Optimization [2], Evolutionary Algorithms [3, 4] and
Reinforcement Learning [5, 6, 7]. In recent works, neural networks are commonly used parameter-
izations of the control policy. While the architecture of the neural network plays an important role
in learning, simple fully-connected feed-forward networks are often used due to the challenges to
design network architecture. Although several prior works [8, 9, 10] can automatically search for
the optimal architecture, they require tremendous amounts of time and computation. In computer
graphics, special architectures, such as Phase-Functioned Neural Networks [11] and Mode-Adaptive
Neural Networks [12], have been proposed to synthesize locomotion controllers from motion cap-
ture data. While these methods generate vivid animations, they do not consider physics and balance
control, and thus, are not suitable for robotics.
Locomotion is periodic and structured motion. Classical locomotion controllers often use a cyclic
open loop trajectory, such as sine curves [7, 13] or Central Pattern Generators (CPG) [14] to param-
eterize the movement of each actuated degrees of freedom. To control locomotion, Gay et al. [15]
learned a neural network that modulated a CPG. Sharma and Kitani [16] designed phase-parametric
policies by exploiting the cyclic nature of locomotion. Tan et al. [7] learnt a feedback balance con-
troller on top of a user-specified pattern generator. Although our method is inspired by [7], there are
key differences. In Tan et al. [7], the pattern generator is fixed and independent to the feedback con-
trol. In this way, the feedback control can only modify the gait in the vicinity of the signal defined by
pattern generator. In contrast, in our architecture, the feedback control modulates the TG including
its frequency. This is crucial since we are interested in dynamically changing the high-level behavior
of the locomotion, which requires changing the underlying trajectory and its frequency.
In this paper, our focus is to learn controllable locomotion, in which the robot can change its behavior
given external control signals (e.g. changing running speed with a remote). One way to achieve it
is to train separate controllers for corresponding behaviors and switch them online according to the
user-specified signals [17]. However, abruptly switching controllers can cause jerky motion and loss
of balance. An alternative is to learn a generic controller and add the external control signals to the
observation space [18]. As only one controller is learned and there is no need for transitions, this
formulation significantly decreases the difficulty of the task. We choose the second approach and
show that with PMTG, we can learn controllable locomotion efficiently.
2
3 Architecture
Our basic architecture is shown in Fig. 1 and consists of three main blocks: an existing/predefined
controller, a learned policy, and the system to control (a robot). In this manuscript, we refer to the
existing controller as the Trajectory Generator (TG), because we limit our experimental section to
periodic motions. However, PMTG can be extended to various types of predefined controllers (e.g.
a kinematic controller) in a straightforward manner.
Just like the robotic system to control, the TG is a black box from the policy’s point of view. It
receives a number of parameters as inputs from the policy and it outputs its state and actions at
every time step. Hence, learning a policy in PMTG is equivalent to learning to control the original
dynamical system (robot) extended by the TG. One simply concatenates the action space of the
original problem and the controllable parameters of the TG. Similarly, the observation space is
extended with the state variables of the TG. Note, that the state of the TG does not affect the reward.
The policy can optionally accept control inputs to allow external control of the robot. These con-
trol inputs are also appended to the robot’s observations/state and fed into the policy. This simple
formulation allows PMTG to be trained using a large selection of policy optimization methods.
The outputs of the controller are the actions u that control the robot’s actuators. These actions are
computed as the sum of the output of the TG and the policy1:
u = utg + ufb.
One interpretation of this equation is that the TG generates possibly sub-optimal actions based on
parameters learned by the policy. To improve upon these sub-optimal actions, the policy learns
correction terms that are added to the output or learns to suppress utg if needed.
A different, yet important, interpretation is that the policy optimization algorithm can use the TG as
a memory unit. Because we do not place restrictions on the type of TG, it makes sense to think about
very simple choices of TGs that still provide the policy with useful memory. For example, imagine
choosing a leaky integrate-and-fire neuron [19] with a constant input as the TG and letting the policy
control the integration leak rate. In this case, the policy could use the TG as a controllable clock
signal. Because of this last interpretation, we only consider feed-forward neural networks for the
policy in this work. All the memory is to be provided by the TG. As we will demonstrate using both
the synthetic control problem and robot locomotion, these benefits of the TG allow us to efficiently
learn architecturally simple policies (e.g. linear) that still generate complex and robust behavior.
We now introduce a synthetic control problem to illustrate how PMTG works. We consider a 2D
environment of 2 m by 2 m in which a point is to be moved along a desired cyclic trajectory to
maximize the returned reward (Fig. 2a. The input to the environment (action space) is the desired
next position u = [ux uy]
T .
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(b) TG with 3 different sets of parameters.
Figure 2: 2D Synthetic Control problem with a desired pattern and the TG that generates figure-
eights.
1We use the subscript fb to refer to the policy because it computes feedback signals.
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Figure 3: Learning curves for the 2D Synthetic Control Problem using PMTG + PPO and Vanilla
PPO. For Vanilla PPO, we simply remove the TG from the setup (u = ufb, s = [x, y]
T .)
As prior knowledge, under the assumption that we know that the trajectory will be a highly deformed
and displaced version of figure-eight, we pick an eight curve as the trajectory generator and allow
the policy to change the amplitudes along the x and y axes2 (Fig. 2b):
utg(ax, ay) =
[
ax sin(2pit)
ay
2 sin(2pit) cos(2pit)
]
,
where t represents the current timestep and is stored by TG as its internal state.
For the policy, the observations are the current position along x and y coordinates and the state of
the TG (the current time step). The actions are the desired position ufb and the parameters of the
TG ax, ay (amplitudes used for the figure-eight). The reward is the negative Euclidian distance to
a deformed figure-eight. We used the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) algorithm for learning
with a fully connected neural networks with two layers and ReLU non-linearities [6] 3.
Using the architecture, PMTG + PPO reaches almost optimal behavior with a reward close to zero
(Fig. 3). For comparison, training a pure reactive controller using Vanilla PPO fails to produce
any good result. The failure to learn by the reactive controller can be explained by the nature of
the task, partially observable state space, and lack of memory to distinguish different phases of
the target figure. Since the reactive controller lacks time-awareness (or external memory), we also
tested Vanilla PPO with a time signal as an additional observation. This combination performed
better than Vanilla PPO, but still worse than PMTG. In this example problem we showed a basic
TG, its combination with a feed-forward policy, and how PMTG allows a feed-forward policy to
learn a problem that is challenging for a pure reactive controller.
4 Quadruped Locomotion
4.1 Controller Design
Robot Body
Trajectory
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Extend
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Figure 4: Illustration of robot leg trajecto-
ries generated by the TG.
Robot locomotion is a challenging problem for learn-
ing. Partial observations, noisy sensors combined with
latency, and rich contacts all increase the difficulty of
the task. Despite the challenges, the nature of loco-
motion makes it a good fit for PMTG. TG design can
be based on the idea that legs follow a periodic mo-
tion with specific characteristics. A clear definition
of the legs’ trajectories is not needed. Instead, we
can roughly define the family of trajectories using pa-
rameters such as stride length, leg clearance, walking
height, and frequency. Fig. 4 shows a sample trajectory
of the leg and parameters based on this idea. The de-
tailed definition of a TG for locomotion can be found
in Appendix.
2To limit the complexity of this example, we do not use an external control signal nor allow the policy to
control the offset or frequency of the trajectory generator.
3With hyperparameter search for up to 200 neurons per layer.
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The detailed architecture adapted to quadruped locomotion is shown in Fig. 5. At every timestep, the
policy receives observations (s), desired velocity (v, control input) and the phase (φ) of the trajectory
generator. It computes 3 parameters for the TG (frequency f , amplitude a and walking height h)
and 8 actions for the legs of the robot (ufb) that will directly be added to the TG’s calculated leg
positions (utg). The sum of these actions is used as desired motor positions, which are tracked
by Proportional-Derivative controllers. Since the policy dictates the frequency at each time step, it
dictates the step-size that will be added to TG’s phase. This eventually allows the policy to warp
time and use the TG in a time-independent fashion.
ᷢ
PD+ Robot
Observations/state s: 
motor positions, IMU 
Policy network
ᵬ
utg
ufb
u
Trajectory generator (TG)
TG phase: ᷢtg TG parameters: 
ᬄtg, atg, htg
u: Target motor positionsState: s
Desired velocity
Figure 5: Adaptation of PMTG to the quadruped locomotion problem.
For locomotion, the design of TG can be as simple as Fig. 4 or can be composed of more complex
open loop mechanisms. We use a stateful module that generates trajectories in an open loop fashion
by using 3 parameters (walking height, amplitude, frequency). It is possible to use a TG that is
pre-optimized for the given task, or hand-tuned to roughly generate a desired gait. For walking and
running gaits, we used a TG that uses a gait shown in Fig. 6a and pre-optimized as a standalone
open-loop controller. Despite the pre-optimization, the TG itself cannot provide stable forward
locomotion since it lacks the feedback from the robot. In addition, for the bounding gait, we tested
PMTG with a simpler and a hand-tuned TG that is not optimized. The only behavior provided by
the TG is swinging front and back legs in half period phase difference (Fig. 6b).
4.2 Training
We train the locomotion policy using PyBullet [20] to simulate the Minitaur robot from Ghost
Robotics. As the training algorithm we use both Evolutionary Strategies (specifically ARS [21]) and
Reinforcement Learning (specifically PPO [6]). During training, we vary the desired forward veloc-
ity during each rollout. We start with 0 m s−1, gradually increase the desired speed to 0.4 m s−1, and
keep it there for a while, then decrease it back to 0 m s−1 by the end of the rollout. The exact speed
profile is shown in Fig. 8a. During each rollout, We add random directional perturbation forces (up
to 60N vertical, 10N horizontal) to the robot multiple times to favor more stable behaviors. Each
rollout ends either at 25 s or when the robot falls. The reward function is calculated based on the
difference between the desired speed and robot’s speed as:
R = vmaxe
− (vR−vT )2
2vmax2 ,
where vmax is the maximum desired velocity for the task, vR − vT are the robot’s actual velocity
and the target velocity at the current timestep. We selected this reward function because it provides
the maximum reward when the robot is within the range (20% of the top speed) of the desired speed
and decreases to 0 m s−1 if the difference is higher.
The observation includes the robot’s roll and pitch and angular velocities along these two axes re-
ceived (IMU sensor reading, 4 dimensions total). Overall the policy uses 7 input dimensions: 4
observation dimensions, the desired velocity as the control input, and the phase of the TG repre-
sented by sin(φ), cos(φ). The action space for the policy is 11 dimensional: 8 dimensions for the
legs (swing and extension for each leg), and 3 parameters consumed by the TG (frequency, ampli-
tude, walking height).
For policy complexity, we evaluated both a two-layer fully connected neural network (up to 200
neurons per layer) as well as a simple linear policy (77 parameters). We trained the policies using 3
separate tasks: slow walking (up to 0.4 m s−1), fast walking (up to 0.8 m s−1) and bounding (up to
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Figure 6: Leg phases for 2 different gaits used for TG. For each leg, the red bar indicates the duration
of the stance (compared to swing represented by empty areas). FL: Front Left, FR: Front Right, BL:
Back Left, BR: Back Right.
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Figure 7: Training curves for quadruped walking with speed tracking using PMTG. Left: Learning
curves of PMTG vs. PPO and ES. Right: Examples of experiments that learned the desired gait in
fewer than 1000 rollouts (ES with Linear Policy using 8 directions per iteration).
0.4 m s−1). For the bounding gait, we use a different TG with phases shown in Fig. 6b. For walking
gaits, the TG alone does not provide forward motion, but the robot does not immediately fall. The
open loop (TG only) bounding gait fails immediately.
4.3 Results
Our architecture makes learning the complex locomotion task easier. When we use PMTG, both
algorithms successfully learn controllable locomotion (Fig. 7a). Both the linear controller and the
two-layer feed-forward neural network achieve the desired behavior. The curves for Vanilla ES-Lin
and Vanilla PPO show the results for a reactive controller instead of PMTG (we simply remove
the TG, u = ufb). Without PMTG both algorithms fail to achieve the optimal reward levels.
Lower rewards show that the controller learns the walking behavior but cannot fully keep up with
the changing target speed 4.
By combining PMTG with ARS and a linear policy, we achieved high data efficiency for learning
locomotion. We also note that the linear policy has relatively few parameters (77). As an added
benefit, we observed that learning with PMTG combined with a linear policy required fewer rollouts
for the given locomotion task. Fig. 7b shows learning curves for the hyperparameters with the fastest
learning speed (ES with 8 directions per iteration). We observe that it is possible to learn good
policies with ES in fewer than 1000 rollouts. This is possible because we were able to embed prior
knowledge into the TG and because the architecture reduces the complexity of the policy learning
problem. The number of rollouts is low relative to the complexity of the locomotion task. This
opens a research direction to using PMTG for on-robot learning, which we are planning as a future
work.
Next, we look at the characteristics of a sample converged controller using PMTG and ES with a
linear policy. We focus on running instead of walking because it shows considerable changes in
4The literature contains successful learning of reactive controllers on locomotion tasks with less complexity,
richer state space and different reward functions [7].
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Figure 8: Characteristics of a converged policy during running. The robot follows the change in
desired speed while changing the parameters during the course. The plot of leg swing angle shows
major changes in the emerged pattern at different speeds.
TG parameters and gait during a single rollout. Fig. 8a shows a single run after training: The robot
does not have any problems tracking the desired speed. Fig. 8b shows that the policy significantly
modulates both the amplitude (which commands stride length) and the frequency of the gait depend-
ing on the desired speed. These parameters affect the output coming from the TG, but they do not
necessarily show the eventual leg movement since the policy can add corrections. Fig. 8c shows the
swing angle of one the legs during the same rollout. The motion of the leg is periodic, but the shape
of the signal changes significantly depending on the speed.
4.4 Robot Experiments
The reality gap between simulation and real environments is a major challenge for learning in
robotics. In many scenarios, learning in simulation can easily converge to unrealistic behaviors
or exploit the corner cases of a simulator. In PMTG, we provide a class of initial trajectories (TG)
that the policy can build upon. The converged policies usually follow the characteristics of the TG,
avoiding unrealistic behaviors. Additionally, we use randomization by applying random directional
virtual forces to the robot during training to avoid overfitting to the simulation model.
We deployed a number of the learned controllers to the robot to see how our results transfer to the
real world. We define success if the robot successfully moves forward at various speeds and does
not fall during the rollout. A short summary of these results is shown in the supplementary video.
For slower walking, all the policies successfully worked on the robot. The emerged behaviors are
similar to the simulation. The robot slowly increases its speed and walks at different desired speeds
and slows down to stop without any observable problems.
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The policies trained for walking at faster speeds (up to 0.8 m s−1) mostly completed the rollouts
successfully, but the legs were occasionally slipping at higher speeds. Although slippage affected
the overall behavior for certain policies (i.e. distance run, direction) the robot recovered from falling
and continued walking in most trials.
When we used the TG with a bounding gait, we observed different emerged gaits for different
learning algorithms and hyperparameters. The policies trained with PPO were the most stable,
jumping forward by modulating the parameters for walking height. The policy significantly overrode
the gait using its correction ability. The resulting behavior shows forward movement of the robot
using jumps at different speeds. We also include these different behaviors in the supplementary
video.
t=0s t=0.23s t=0.46s
t=1.0 s 
(d=0.71m)
Figure 9: Minitaur robot walking using the learned controller.
During Jump Touchdown (Front)
Touchdown 
(Back)No Contact
Figure 10: Minitaur robot trained with the TG for bounding.
5 Conclusion
We introduced a new control architecture (PMTG) that represents prior knowledge as a parameter-
ized Trajectory Generator (TG) and combines it with a learned policy. Unique to our approach, the
policy modulates the trajectory generator at every time step based on observations coming from the
environment and TGs internal state. This allows the policy to generate many behaviors based on this
prior knowledge, while also using TG as a memory unit. This combination enables simple reactive
policies (e.g. linear) to learn complex behaviors.
To validate our technique, we used PMTG to tackle quadruped robot locomotion. We show the
generality of PMTG by training the architecture using both ES and RL algorithms on two different
gaits. We used relatively simple policies considering the complexity of the locomotion task, and
had success with a linear policy. The policy uses only IMU readings – a low dimensional set of
observations for a robot locomotion task – and takes the desired velocity as an external control
input. We showed successful transfer of these policies from simulation to the Minitaur robot.
We plan to use our current approach as a starting point for this class of architectures with simple
learned policies. In this work we relied on ad hoc trajectory generators that were chosen based on our
intuition about a given problem. In future work, we are interested in getting a deeper understanding
of which types of trajectory generators work best for a specific domain, possibly extracting trajectory
generators from demonstrations. Finally, we are interested in theoretical foundations for PMTG and
how it relates to existing models, specifically recurrent ones.
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Appendix
The phase of the trajectory generator (between 0 and 2pi) is defined as:
φt = φt−1 + 2piftg∆t mod 2pi, (1)
where ftg defines the frequency of the trajectory generator. In PMTG architecture, ftg is selected
by the policy at each time step as an action.
In this work, we use the following trajectory generator for the legs:
utg =
[
S(t)
E(t)
]
=
[
Cs + αtgcos(t
′)
htg +Aesin(t
′) + θcos(t′)
]
. (2)
• S(t), and E(t) are respectively the swing and extension of the leg as shown in Fig. 4.
• Cs defines the center for the swing DOF and extension DOF (in radians).
• htg defines the center for the extension DOF. Extension is represented in terms of rotation
of the two motors in the opposite direction, hence the unit is also radians. Since all legs
share the same htg , it corresponds to the walking height of the robot.
• αtg defines the amplitude of the swing signal (in radians). This corresponds to the size of
a stride during locomotion.
• Ae defines the amplitude of the extension during swing phase. This corresponds to the
ground clearance of the feet during the swing phase.
• θ defines the extension difference between when the leg is at the end of the swing and when
the leg is at end of the stance. This is mostly useful for climbing up or down.
We compute t′ based on the swing and stance phases:
t′ =
{
φleg
2(1−β) if 0 < φleg < 2piβ;
2pi − (2pi−φleg)2β otherwise,
(3)
where β defines the proportion of the duration of the swing phase to the stance phase.
For each leg, the phase is calculated separately as
φleg = φt + ∆φleg mod 2pi, (4)
where ∆φleg represents the phase difference of this leg compared to the first (left front) leg. This is
defined by the selected gait (i.e. walking vs bounding).
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